…All of Our Shadows Are The Same…"

...will someone kindly explain to me how former V.P. Joe Biden can call himself a democrat when in fact if you read his histories and his current proposed platform he is a republican lite and how does he justify attacking other democrats seeking higher office when he should be attacking the monster in the White House...

***

...I said I was going to stop this but if you are aren’t paying attention it will hurt you, you need to be aware of what is happening to the ice within the arctic circle, it effects the weather right outside your front door, you need the learn about the Blue Ocean Event that is coming...this link is a good enough place to start, it is my hope that it wakes you up to the fact that there is nothing more important today than Ice Melt, enough said...
These Charts Are Tracking The Big Arctic Melt In What Could Be A Record Summer

Every summer, Arctic sea ice retreats and the Greenland ice sheet shrinks. This year is tracking close to the record melt of 2012.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/peteraldhous/arctic-sea-ice-greenland-melt

Blue Ocean Event as part of four Arctic tipping points

https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/2018/09/blue-ocean-event.html

…this is from March, almost 5 months ago, what do you see today 7/27/19?…anything happening in your little world?, thought not, carry on…

Climate Crisis : New 2019 UK Report
Climate Crisis: New 2019 UK Report

Earliest Ever ‘Earth Overshoot Day’ Shows Humanity’s Consumption of Planet’s Natural Resources Raging Unabated

“Systemic change isn’t radical, it’s what we need to survive,” says Sunrise Movement


...how can I stop?...it makes no difference what I post, no one clicks on the links or expands the images, do you watch the video's?...I am certifiably crazy to repeat and repeat and repeat and get the same action or lack of, in return, to me that says YOU are in fact crazy, the article points out that if everyone lived like Americans we would need 5 planet Earths and since it's mostly Americans that look at this blog and do nothing, have you changed your ways in any significant manner?...Welcome to the Blue Ocean Event coming to you live right outside your front door...
This is America
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Russian hackers accessed U.S. voter data: Senate report

Joe: 'Moscow Mitch' won't allow a vote on protecting US elections

Where you see wrings or inequality

A mind that is stretched by a new experience
If we desire respect for the law, we must first make the law respectable. - Louis Brandeis

I like beer.
- Brett Kavanaugh

Marquis de Lafayette: 18
James Monroe: 18
Henry Lee III: 20
Nathan Hale: 21
Aaron Burr: 20
Alexander Hamilton: 21

AGE IN 1776:

JUST A BUNCH OF KIDS, RIGHT? WHAT DO THEY KNOW?

@deannaburghart
my family members that signed the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution…

‘People are Dying’: Bernie Sanders Heads to Canada With an Insulin Caravan

…this is what True Leadership looks, sounds and acts like…I would break bread with this man and let have him have the larger share…